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I.

EXPERIMENT 1.03: ACCELERATION DUE TO GRAVITY: INCLINED SUR-

FACE
A.

Abstract

The acceleration due to gravity is determined using a sliding body on a (nearly) frictionless
surface.

B.

Formulas

a = g sin

(1)

where a is the acceleration aling the surface, g the acceleration due to gravity, and , the
angle of inclination of the surface.

C.

Description and Background

Because of the lack of precision timers in the 16th century, Galileo resorted to slowing
the motion of bodies under the in‡uence of gravity by putting them on an inclined surface.
He used rolling spheres and pedulums to prove that bodies accelerated due to gravity. In

FIG. 1. Block on frictionless, inclined plane.

this experiment, we reproduce Galileo’s method of using an inclined surface, but we use
a non-rolling body, a glider, on a very frictionless air track to determine the acceleration
due to gravity, g. To understand Eq. (1) without recourse to Newton’s laws, note that the
1

acceleration of the block is a vector, ~g (of magnitude, g), directed down (towards the center
of the earth) and perpendicular to the ground Consider a coordinate system whose x-axis

FIG. 2. Vector analysis.

runs parallel to the inclined surface and whose y-axis is perpendicular to that surface as in
Fig. 2. The angle identi…ed as ~ = 900
in the …gure is clearly the complement of ,
the inclination angle. Therefore the standard directional angle (clockwise from the positive
x-axis) associated with ~g is = 1800 + ~ = 2700
. The x-component of ~g is therefore
gx = g cos
= g cos 2700
=

g sin

Therefore the magnitude of the acceleration of the block down the inclined surface is a =
jgx j = g sin , or Eq. (1).
The experimental determination of the acceleration is based on the speed of the glider at
two locations along the incline and the time interval between these events. Two photogates
are postitioned along the air track (see Fig. 3). They will provide three time interevals: The
glider time through the …rst gate, tA , the glider time through the second gate, tB , and the
glider time in getting from one gate to the other, tAB . The glider has an attached "‡ag" or
"fence" which is just an opaque strip of known length, `F (see Fig. 4). The (average) speeds
can be calculated as follows
vA;B =
2

`F
tA;B

(2)

FIG. 3. Schematic depiction of the air track set-up.

FIG. 4. Glider with ‡ag/fence.

The experimental acceleration is then
a=
where the (tB

vB vA
tAB + (tB tA ) =2

(3)

tA ) =2 term corrects for the fact that vA;B are average speeds and not the

speeds at the gate thresholds.
Once the height, h, of the prop used to incline the air track is measured, as well as the
distance between the track’s legs, L, the angle of inclination can be calculated.using
sin =

h
L

and this can be used to determine the acceleration due to gravity from (1).
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(4)

D.

Procedure

1. Position the two photogates at two locations, A and B, along the air track.
2. Make sure the photogates are positioned properly so the fence on the glider blocks the
gates’light beams.
3. After releasing the glider, it will pass through the gates, and it will bounce o¤ the end
of the track, so make sure it does not run through the second gate again.
4. Record the three time intervals (A, B, and AB) from the CPO timer.
5. Repeat this procedure several times.
Nota Bene: The transparent parts of the fence attachement must be free of smudges or
marks that could obstruct the photogate beams after the opaque strip has. An indication
that this may have occurred is an anomalously short time reading for either tA and/or tB .
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E.

Measurements

block height, h [ cm ]
distance between legs, L [ cm ]
fence length, `F [ cm ]
Time Intervals
Trial

tA [ sec ]

tB [ sec ]

tAB [ sec ]

1
2
3
4
5
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F.

Instructions

1. Using the data collected, calculate the speeds and acceleration.
2. Make sure the standard error is rounded to one signi…cant …gure and that its precision
is consistent with that of the average acceleration’s.
3. Calculate g in each trial using (3), then calculate the standard error.
4. Use these calculations to determine the acceleration due to gravity using (1).
5. Take the acccepted value to be gaccepted = 9:8 m=s2 . What is the percent error for
your determination of g?
6. How many standard errors is your determination of g away from the accepted value?
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G.

Calculations

trial vA = `F = tA [ m=s ] vB = `F = tB [ m=s ]
1
2
3
4
5
average acceleration, g [ m=s2 ]
standard deviation, g [ m=s2 ]
standard error, g [ m=s2 ]
%-Err (g)
N = jg

gaccepted j = g
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a [ m=s2 ]

g [ m=s2 ]

